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Opening Ceremonies,
SHOWCASE WOW CROWD
One hundred and 28 teams
from 30 countries convened at
Atrium Stadium in Mason, OH,
for the opening ceremonies of
the 2022 World Ultimate Club
Championships on Saturday. After
volunteers paraded the present
teams’ national flags around the
field, a performance of the Star
Spangled Banner was accompanied
by three parachutists with the
American flag in tow. As the kickoff
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for the week-long event, the pomp
and circumstance seemed to
resonate with the packed crowd
of players. The excitement for the
showcase game between Traffic
(CAN) and MUD (JPN) was more
than enough to build a festive
energy throughout the venue.
The showcase game really was
the main event of the day’s festivities
and neither team disappointed
the crowd. Massive layouts were
frequent, particularly from the
Japanese squad, who thrilled with
their laser hucks and fast-paced
play. Traffic elicited some oohs
and aahs of their own, on one
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score from a hopeful forehand into
traffic that pinballed off of a few
players before finding its way into
the hands of a pleasantly bemused
Danie Proby.
[continued>]

today’s weather

94°F 34°C
73°F 22°C
Precipitation: 15%
Humidity: 62%
Wind: 15 MPH
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MEET THE FANS
ZELDA AND AVERY STRNAD
The children of Game Advisor Melissa Shih and her husband Nicholas
were given front row seats to the opening ceremony and showcase game
action. Both were very proud to sport their official “Very Important Little
One” WUCC 2022 badges on Saturday!

GAMES TO WATCH
MEN’S DIVISION
Clapham (GBR) vs Ellipsis
(AUS) - Field 23, 9:00

World Games silver medalists
Tom Tulett and Rob Andrews
lead an upset bid against a
premier European club for the
inside track at topping Pool G.

WOMEN’S DIVISION
Tokyo Mavericks (JPN) vs
jinX (GER)- Field 24, 15:00
A combined six World Games
stars feature in a game that
will likely determine which
club makes power pools.

MIXED DIVISION
Lunch Box Ultimate Club
(AUS) vs Monkeys (FRA) Field 9, 13:00
The Patron Saint of the
scoober Moby Espitia leads
the French outfit against a
dark horse semis contender.
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[continued from front] One break apiece took the teams into an 8-7
halftime scoreline with MUD in front, and another trade of breaks early in
the second half took the scoreline to 9-9. But a noticeable contrast in energy
between the two sides began to manifest in a gulf in the scoreline as well as
Traffic miscues allowed MUD to stack five straight goals and open up a 14-9
advantage. Holds were traded for the final two points for MUD to open the
tournament with the upset over Pool G’s top seed.
The opener provided as much thrill as a game that ended 15-10
realistically could and there could be no complaints if it proves to be a preview
of how the rest of the week will entertain. At the very least, the game and the
rest of the day’s festivities officially uncapped WUCC 2022 with flare. Now the
tournament begins in full.
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